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We present a Parametrization Theorem for (positive elementary) inductions that use a 

bounded number of variables. We investigate associated halting problem(s) on classes of finite 
structures and on solitary ‘unreasonable’ structures. These results involve the complexity of the 
inductive relations-and the complexity of the structure or class of structures on which these 

relations live. We also apply this Parameterization Theorem to Moschovakis closure ordinals, 
to determine when the closure ordinal is greater than w, and to investigate the closure ordinals 

of unreasonable structures. 

0. Introduction 

A ‘parametrization theorem’ for a class of functions 9 is a statement of the 
form: there exists a ‘nice’ function U such that for each function f E 9, some 
value ‘fl satisfies U( ‘f’, x) =f(x) f or all x. The standard example is the 
Parametrization Theorem of classical recursion theory establishing the existence 
of computable universal functions. Much of ‘classical’ recursion theory involved 
parametrization arguments that use numerical indices ‘f’ in dealing with a 
computable function 5 This was because classical recursion theory was dominated 
by the study of the integers. 

In the last few decades, other structures like groups, graphs and binary strings 
have immigrated from model theory and computer science and have since stolen 
much of the show. To deal with these, new parametrization theorems have been 
developed. The most notable example is the Hartmanis-Stearns theorem 
(Hartmanis and Stearns [14]) separating time and space complexity classes, 
although a number of the abstract complexity results were obtained by using 
more standard parametrization and even priority arguments (e.g., the ‘gap’ 
theorem of Borodin [5] and the ‘speed-up’ theorem of Blum [4]). 

In this article, we present a new parametrization theorem applicable to the 
logic of ‘positive elementary induction’, largely as described in Moschovakis [25]. 
(This is similar to First Order + Least Fixed Point of Aho and Ullman [2].) Very 
roughly, the idea is that we fix a second-order positive elementary formula q, let 

Q, -’ = 0, and for all n, X, qY+’ (x) = q(x, Q?); it turns out that q” E qY+’ for all nt, 
and we can set rp” = U, q?. It turns out that if q”, ql, . . . are all distinct, we can 
use the sets q” - q-l, q1 - q”, ~1~ - ql, . . . in lieu of the integers 0, 1,2, . . . . 
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Given the integers, one has Godel numbers; given Gijdel numbers, one can 
parametrize. If qY+’ - 97” #0 for all n, we call the structure that we’re on 
proficient. Proficiency is defined for classes of finite structures as well. 

Using the ‘number of variables’ complexity measure essentially as described in 
Barwise [3] and Immerman [15], we consider the class INDk of inductive relations 
whose inductive definitions have no more than k variables: e.g., if Q, has at most k 
variables, free and bound, then qrn E INDk. Then for any inductive relation R, 

Number Of Variables (R) = min{k : R E INDk}. 

Let IND be the class of all inductive relations, and each inductive relation falls in 
some class INDk. Note that each INDk resembles some sort of time- and 
space-bounded complexity class. 

Parametrization Theorem 2.2. Given proficiency, there exists a positive elementry 
inductive relation Uk such that for any relation R E INDk, there exists a tuple r 
such that Uk(r, x) = R(x) for all x. 

It turns out that in many situations-‘unreasonable’ infinite structures, certain 
classes of finite structures-the classes INDk behave somewhat like the time- or 
space-bounded complexity classes launched by the Hartmanis-Stearns theorem. 
For one thing, these classes may form an infinite hierarchy, and thus the ‘number 
of variables’ measure is nontrivial: 

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that a structure or class of structures is proficient, and its 
class of inductive relations is closed under negation. Then for each k, INDk # 
IND. 

Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 seem to justify the view that the ‘number of variables’ 
measure is a natural notion. This is one theme of this paper. Another is the utility 
of parametrization-type arguments in areas where such arguments are not often 
found. For instance, a rather hoary-looking parametrization proof will show that: 

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that % is a recursively enumerable set of finite structures 
where for each sentence 8, (‘3 E %: ‘2X L 6} is either finite or cofinite. Zf % is 
proficient, then % admits an inductive yet nonelementary relation. 

In the past, most ‘number of variables’ research has been based on pebble 
games. That pebble games and this kind of parametrization rest on the same 
complexity measure is suggestive in itself. In Section 5, we use both techniques to 
deal with the interrelationships (if any) between the number of variables and the 
notion of ‘reasonable’ infinite structures. In Sections 6 and 7 we expand on 
Barwise [3] to relate (model) saturation and Moschovakis closure ordinals 
Finally, Section 8 examines the Abstract Spector-Gandy theorem. 
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This article is essentially the first half of Chapter Two of McColm [22], and is a 
companion to McColm [23], which is the second half of Chapter Two and deals 
with the question of Section 4: Does proficiency imply the existence of 
nonelementary yet inductive relations? (The converse is trivial.) I would like to 
thank Yiannis Moschovakis and Phokion Kolaitis for their advice, assistance and 
support. Most of the research for this paper was done at UCLA while I was a 
graduate student partially supported by grants NSA MDA 904-85-H- 
0014/Canter, NSF DMS 83-03240/Edwards, and NSF DMS 83- 
02555lMoschovakis. 

1. Positive elementary induction 

This section consists of some of the lore of positive elementary induction that 
we will need to get started. We will be doing ‘positive elementary induction’ on 
first-order structures approximately as described in Moschovakis [25]. A jirst- 
order structure is a tuple 

%=(A,Rl,..,, fi ,..., cl ,... ), 

where A = \‘%l is some set-the domain of %-and RI, . . ., l,..., f Cl, . . . is a 
finite list of relations, functions, and elements of A. We will often use boldface to 
denote tuples e.g., c = cl, . . . . 

Sometimes we will be working on a class %’ of structures ?I, of a common 
(first-order) language. Here, if ‘21 E %, then ‘?I = (A, RF, . . . , f F, . . . , cy, . . . ), 
where RI, . . . , fi, . . . , cl, . . . are the (finitely many) relation, function, and 
constant symbols of the language of V. When we are in such a class %, we will 
want to define relations, functions and constants uniformly in terms of the 
language of %. 

The ‘positive elementary inductive’ relations are defined using positive elemen- 
tary formulas, which are constructed by an induction. First of all, if the relation 
symbol S does not occur in the predicate calculus formula q, then Q, is positive 
elementary in S (or just S-positive). Secondly, the formula S(X) is S-positive. 
Finally, if 8 and I/I are S-positive, then so are 8 & 3, 8 v t+~, 3x 8, and VX 8. 
Intuitively, 97 is S-positive if there are no negation signs ‘in front of any S in q. 

By a straightforward induction on formulas, it can be seen that if a formula Q, is 
S-positive, then it is monotonic in S: if ‘?I is any structure in the language of q, 
then VI satisfies 

VS, T, x [(~(x, S) di 5 c T) + V(X, T)]. 

We start with simple inductions. Call a formula ~)(xr, . . . , xk, S) operutive if S 
is a k-ary relation variable. If q is operative, let 
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for all ordinal numbers 5. (Note that q” = 0.) Using monotonicity, it can be 
proven that for all 5, 5, if c < 5 then rpc E Q, 9 As there are more ordinals than 
tuples, X, there exists some ordinal K such that qK = Q)<~; we call K the closure 
ordinal of K and denote it K = 11fp11”, assuming that we are working in the 
structure ‘8 (it should be noted that the closure ordinal does depend on what 
structure we’re in). If K = ~~~~~, ( w ere h % is understood), then we denote 
qrn = qK. Note th a K cannot be too much bigger than card(l?ll); in fact, if K is t 
infinite, then card(K) S card(l%l). 

Now we want to generalize this induction. The ‘boldface’ way to do this is to 
say that the relation R if ‘8 is inductive if there is a positive elementary cp and a 
tuple a of % such that ‘21 ~VX [R(x) * qm(a, x)]. This is the version used in 
Moschovakis [25]. Recently, a more complex (and more restrictive) ‘lightface’ 
version has been developed (see Moschovakis [26]) which poses fewer technical 
difficulties for the sort of problems we will be dealing with here. 

A system ~l~(u~, so, . . . , &), ql(ul, so, . . . , ZJ, . . . , v,,(u,, So, . . . , 0 of 
formulas, each positive elementary in So, . . . , S,, is operative if for all i, Si and ui 
are of the same dimension. Thus we can construct a simultaneous induction so: 

(p:5=c~EqF, i=Q ,..., n, 

and 
q:(X) 3 q,i(X, (&5, . . . , (p:‘), i =, . . . , n, 

for all i, 5, and X. Once again, c < 5; + Q?: G q$, so for some K, q$ = q,i’” for all i, 
and we denote Q$ = q,o”. (Note that @ (and indeed K) may vary, depending on 

(Pl,..., qn.) In this ‘lightface’ version, a relation R is positive elementary 
inductive (or just inductive) on B if there exists an operative system qo, . . . , tpn 

of positive elementary formulas such that ‘?I satisfies R = cpg. In this paper, we 
will restrict our attention to lightface induction. 

Remember that Yl is a first-order structure if it is an appropriate tuple 

(A,f, ,... ,R, ,..., cl,.. . ). We can expand ‘8 by throwing in, say, an 
additional relation Q. We denote this expansion so: 

(%Q)=(-%f,,...,Q,& ,... ,cI,...). 

We can toss in functions or constants if we so desire. 
Expansions will turn up occasionally as follows. If we have two operative 

systems qi(uj, So, . . . , S,,), i = 0, . . . , n, and qj(Uj, To, . . . , T’), i = 0, . . . , m, 
we can combine them into a single system Ok(wk, &, . . . , S,,, To, . . . , T,), 
k=O, . . . , n +m +2, where &(u,, So,. . . , S,, To,. . . , 7’,‘,)= qk(uk, 
S . . . ) 
;:..., 

S,) if k c n, and Z3k(uk_-n--l, S,,,, . . . , S,,, T,, . . . , T,) = ~~_-n_-l(uk_-n_-l, 
T,) otherwise. From this, we immediately get: 

Transitivity Theorem (Moschovakis [25, lC.31). Zf R is inductive in the expansion 
(VI, Q) and Q is inductive in ‘?I, then R is inductive in ‘?I. 

We will often use this theorem without comment. 
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Note that the ‘lightface’ definitions all carry over naturally to classes of 

first-order structures. An additional comment: if the negation of a relation R is 

inductive, then, R is called co-inductive; if a relation is both inductive and 

co-inductive, it is called hyperelementry. We should also note that the class of 

inductive relations is closed under v , &, V, and 3 It is not always closed under 1, 

as we shall see in Section 3. 

We will be using the notion of the number of variables, a ‘measure’ of 

complexity that has been used rather often as of late. Say that an elementary 

formula is k-elementary if it has at most k variables, free and bound. This does 

not restrict quantifier depth: we allow 

V.X 3~ [x <Y &VAT (R(Y, ~111 

to be a legitimate formula to be interpreted in the natural way. If a relation can 

be defined by a k-elementary formula, we say that that relation is itself 

k-elementary. Now, if we have an operative, positive elementary system of 

k-elementary formulas, we say that the resulting relation is k-inductive. Note that 

every inductive relation is k-inductive for some k. On a structure %?I, let IND,(‘i?I) 

be the class of all k-inductive relations, and let IND(‘Q = UkeoINDk(%). 

Similarly define IND,(%) and IND(%) f or a class of structures. If !?I (or %) is 

understood, we just write INDk ir IND. 

One final comment. Suppose that we have an inductive relation generated by a 

system of one operative, positive elementary formula q: R = ~7~. We call R a 

simple fixed point. It is known that in many nontrivial cases, not all inductive 

relations are simple fixed points; e.g., by Feferman [lo] via Moschovakis [25, 

Exercise 8.131, there exists a nonsimple yet hyperelementary relation on 

% = (w, 0, 1, +, x ). Nevertheless, any inductive relation can be defined in terms 

of a simple inductive relation. Suppose that we are given a system qO, . . . , tp,, 

and constant 0 and 1 (there constants are a convenience, not a necessity); for any 

L, 0 c 1 <n, let I be the boolean string of O’s and l’s representing L. If we are 

given the relations S,,, . . . , S,, . . . , Sk, h < 2” let 

for all 1, X; if some of the S, are of different arities, set S(i, X, y) = S,(x) for all y, 

where the tuples y are used as placeholding arguments. Then set 

for all L, X, S. By this sort of construction, not only can we define each inductive 

relation in terms of a simple fixed point, but we can actually simulate the 

induction using that simple fixed point: for all c, X, y, ~~(c, X, y) = C&X). Thus, 

for example, if 2l admits any infinite inductions, then ‘8 admits an infinite 

induction using one formula. 

2. Introducing partial parametrization 

Let Q, be operative and positive elementary. If ‘8 k q,“(x), let 

1x1: = min{E: ‘II b V,(X)}, 
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and we call 1x1: the stage of x in the induction of 47. If ‘21 blq,“(x), then say that 
1x1: = M, where ‘CO’ is understood to be larger than the closure ordinal of any 
induction. Note that (IqJl’ = sup{lxl~ + 1: ‘8 I= qm(x)}, where qrn is d-ary. Let 

~(3) = max{ 1) ql]” : cp is positive elementary & operative}, 

For all nontrivial VI, K(‘%) 3 o, w = (0, 1, 2, . . .} being the least infinite ordinal. 

Stage Comparison Theorem (Moschovakis [25]). Zf q, qj are positive elementary 
in S and operative, the relations <* and G* below are least simple fixed points of 
the two formulas (respectively) for all ‘3: 

x<*Y @ I4,-4Ylw 
and 

x s*Y e V(x) & IA, s IYIW 

The stage comparison relations above are often denoted <&,+, and <XV. 
Fix a first-order structure ‘?I and an operative system Q+,, . . . , rp,, of positive 

elementary formulas. For each i, let IXli = inf{ 5 : cp@~)}; if lqT(x), write 1.~1~ = ~0. 
It follows from the last paragraph of Section 1 that lrli G K(‘%) for all x. In fact: 

Siiultaneous Stage Comparison Theorem. Fix ‘2I and rp,,, . . . , cp,,. For each i, j 
the relations -c* and C* below are inductive in %: 

x<*Y @ lxli<lYlj 
and 

x d* Y e q;(X) & [Xii s lY(j* 

Since the stage comparison relations are defined uniformly and syntactically 
from ‘p and I$, or from qo, . . . , cpn, the Stage Comparison Theorem holds for 
classes of structures as well. The subject of this article is the psychology of the 
‘proficient’ structure or class of structures. Remember from Section 1 that if a 
structure admits any infinite inductions, then it admits a simple infinite induction. 

Definition. A structure 2l is proficienf if there is a positive elementary q such that 

llQ41~ 3 w- 
A class % of structures (of a common language) is proficient if there exists a 

positive elementary q such that supaEs IIqpIJ% 3 w. 

We need a bit of mathematical lore. 

Fact 2.1. Let QI be operative and positive elementary. Then for each (classically) 
recursive function f on the natural numbers, there exists an operative, positive 
elementary system qo, . . . with the following properties. 

(i) For any structure 91 and any x0, xl, . . . , x,, from %?I, if Ixol,, . . . , Ixn&, < w 
then there exists a finite N depending only on f (i.e., on vo, . . .) and 
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IXOlqJY . . . 3 IL& such that: if llcpl(’ > N, then 

f(l~IlQu * * - 9 I&l,) = lGJlrp @ w0’%0, . . . 7 %I>. 

(ii) Furthermore, there exists un F E IND(?I), uniformly definable from qO, . . . 

such that 

F(x) e bIq CN, 

where N is from (i). 
(iii) From (i), it follows that if IIqII > w, there exists a G E IND(!?I) such that 

f(lXllq7 . . . 7 IhI,) i @ W,, . . . > 4 

for all x0, . . . , x, satisfying Ixolq, . . . , Ix, Iv < 0. 

Idea of Proof. This is proven by induction on the set of classically p-recursive 
functions f, which is the least set of partial functions of the integers containing the 
constantly zero function, the successor function, the projection functions 

P$i,. . . ,xj,. . . ,qJ=xj, 

and is closed under composition, primitive recursion, and minimalization: for the 
latter, if g is recursive, so is 

f(x) = the least y satisfying g(x, y) = 0. 

The proof of part (i) is straightforward. 
To prove (ii), the computation of F uses the relation 

max(x) = C(x) & VY ]@3)+y %x1 
which Immerman [16] noted was inductive in his proof of Lemma 4.6. For 
example, if the lemma is true for f and g, we can prove that (ii) is true for the 
composition fog as follows. Ff and F, are the relations for the unary recursive 
partial functions f and g respectively. Then 

&g(x) = 3~ &(Y) &dl4,) = IY Iq & C&)1. 

The other cases are similar. 
For part (iii), we set up some q such that I] (pII = o + 1 and the stage 

comparison theorem does the rest. 0 

It has been known for some time that since we can simulate inductions on the 
stages of infinite recursions, we can generalize the classical Parametrization 
Theorem. The version here is a recasting of the proof of the ‘Enumeration 
Theorem’ in Kechris & Moschovakis [18]. First, we need a technical lemma. 

Lemma 2.2. Fix a first-order language 3 and let q be an operative, positive 
elementary formula in 2. Fix k E o. There exists an operative system q = 
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VJO,..., ly,, of positive elementary formulas (of 2’) with an additional second- 
order variable T satisfying : 

Let 0 be a k-variable formula with second-order variables T,, . . . , T, of arity 
ck. There exist e, N, M E o such that for any 6p-structure ‘?I, if (( cp 11% 5 N, then all 
x and all relations TI, . . . , T,, T from ‘21 satisfy 

6(x, T,, . . . , T,,,) f, Ve []e], = e --, VY V#(e, x, Y; 01, 

where Ii], = i j Vy [T( i, x, y) c, T(x)]. (The y is necessary as T might be of arity 
<k, while in T(i, -) lists k variables.) 

Furthermore, there exists inductive F so that given above e, if (elW = e, then 

3 kF(e) iff 11~11” 3 N, where N is defined above. 

Proof. On the integers, we will take the code of a tuple of Godel-codes to be the 
inefficient 

(ao, . . . , a,) = fI pq’+’ 
i=o 

where po, . . . , pI are the first t + 1 primes, in that order. Also, if u s t, set 

((a,, . . . , a,)), = 4. 

In the classical parametrization results, arithmetic was done in a canonical way on 
such tuples of indices. Note that Fact 2.1 allows us to do any necessary arithmetic 
within finitely many iterations. We will be doing arithmetic on the stages of q. 

We define the relation vk(e, x, 1, D; T) by induction on e = lel,. In the end, vk 
will be inductive, and satisfy 

Vx {0(x, T,, . . . , L) ++ Vy, e [I&, = e + ~,F’(e, x, 1, T)] 

where e is the GSdel code of 8 and for all x, 

ljl, =i 3 [I;(x) f, VY TO’, x, Y)]. 

It is important to note that each step in this induction involves arithmetic that can 
be done syntactically and uniformly in finitely many steps. 

0. If e = (0, 0, 0), set v,Je, x, L, S; T) = L = 0 for all x; if e = (0, 0, l}, set 
v,Je, x, 1, S; T) = L = 1. If e = (0, 1, i, j) and Cj E 181 is the jth given constant of 
‘21, set v,Je, X, 1, S; T) E xi = Cj, and similarly set vk(e, x, 0, S; T) =xi #cj. 
Similarly, if e = (0, 2, i, f), set vk(e, x, 1, S; T) ‘xi = Xj and vk(e, X, 0, S; T) 3 
xi #xj. Finally, if n : (1, 2, . . . , k} + (1, 2, . . . , k} is any function coded by 
J-P E o, and e = (0,3, n*, e’), set vk(e, x, I, S; T) to be 

3e’ [WI, = e’ 8~ S(e’, x,(~), . . . , x,(k), L)]. 

Since k, the number of constants given by a, and the number of functions n is 
finite, vk can do all these things within a uniform, finite number of iterations. 

1. If e = (1, i) and the ith relation of ‘21 is Ri GA”, set 
vk(e, X, 1, S; T) E Ri(Xl, . . . , x,) and vk(e, x, 0, S; T) ~lRi(xl, . , . , x,). Treat 
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functions as relations. Note that m 6 k can be built into the simulation without 
too much trouble. The remaining four steps can also be simulated in a finitary 
way. 

2. If e = (2, a, b, 11, Lo), set vk(e, X, L, S; T) to be 

3a, b [Ial, = a & lb19, = b & 6% x, 11) & S(b, x, Q)] 

if L=l, and 

3a, b []a], = a & lb], = b & @(a, x, 1;) v S(b, x, L;))] 

if 1 = 0, and Lo! is the opposite boolean value from bi 

3. If e = (3, a), set 

vk(e, X, 1, S; 7) = 3a [[al, = a & S(u, x, L’)], 

where L = 0 iff 1’ = 1, and vice versa. 
4. If e = (4, a, L,), set vk(e, x1, . . . , xk, 1, S; T) to be: 

3a [I+, = Q & 3y s(a, y, xl, * * f , xk-1, b)]; 

and set vk(e, x1, . . . , xk, 0, S; T) to be: 

3@ [I& = a &vy $(a, y, xl, - ’ . , xk-1, 6)]. 

5. If e = (5, j), set 

and 
vk(e, x, 1, S; T) = 3j [IA, =i & TO’, XII, 

vk(e, x, 0, s; T) =x1 fx,. 

This last line will prevent us from straying from positive elementary induction in 
the main theorem. 

By a straightfoward induction, (2.2) follows: vzw = YE = 3;. Since all the 
arithmetic can be done in finitely many steps, $2” = v>O = 3;. The existence of 
F follows from this induction using (ii) of Fact 2.1. 0 

Parametrization Theorem 2.3. Let V be a class of structures and let Q, be operative 
and positive elementary. Then for each k E w, there exists an inductive Uk such 
that: 

For each k-inductive f3, there exist rvl, N, E o such that if ]I q 11% 2 N,,, , and 
(e], = ‘+‘, then 

3 k Vx, Y [Uk(e, x7 y) tf VWI. 
(The y is necessary because Uk is (d + k)-ary (where g? is d-q), while some of 
the relations Uk parametrizes are not k-ury.) 

Furthermore, the relation 

Works(e)” = llrpll’a NV 

i.r inductive. 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2, there exists an inductive vk parametrizing all second-order 
k-variable formulas. We set up the Godel codes as follows. Suppose that 

Vo, . . . 9 llrn is some system of k-variable formulas, where vi has Godel number ej 
for each j. The code for this system will be (eo, . . . , e,). If a is the Godel 
number for some k-variable formula 8, then (a, (e,, . . . , e,) ) will be the Godel 

code for the relation {x: 0(x, r+%J, . . . , ~3). 
Given Y: from Lemma 2.2, if le], = (a, (e,, . . . , e,) ), let 

p4e, r, X) = Vu ](14,)o = Ia& + vXa, x, 01 
where le’&, = (ej, (e,, . . . , e,)) gives 

ljl, =i 3 [x(e’, x) e W, ~11. 
Using the Transitivity Theorem of Section 1, it follows that Uk = pr. 

And of course, if (le],), = (eo, . . . , e,), then 

Works(e) = F(eo) & * * . & F(e,) & Arith(e), 

where F is as defined in Lemma 2.2(ii) and Arith asserts that the arithmetic 
required to dismantle le&, can be done: and Arith is inductive by Lemma 2.2(ii) 
as well. 0 

It immediately follows that: 

Corollary 2.4. Let % be a class of finite structures of a common language, and 
define Uk as above, which uses the stages of Q, as integers. There exists an inductive 
relation F so that for all e, x if e codes a k-variable system qo, . . . , then 

‘21 b F(e, x) w “for any integer m needed in the computation 

U’(e, x, y) = VG(x), m < llqll”“. 

Thus ‘3 b F(e, x)+ (U”(e, x, y) - V;(x)). 

Before we go on, we will need a ‘lightface’ version of what Moschovakis [25] 
called the Closure Theorem. 

Closure Theorem 2.5. Let 8 = (e,, . . . , 0,) be an operative system of positive 
elementary formulas in the first-order language of an infinite structure ‘3. Then 07 
is hyperelementary if and only if for some 5 < K(B), Of = 0:. 

Proof. Suppose that 8f = 07 and II~pII~ > 5. Using stage comparison relations 
modified for systems, let 

On the other hand, if f3; is hyperelementary, then for some system x0, . . . , 
Or-i&. If the induction for 8. does not stop before K = K('%) iterations, then 
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by using S for iterations of f3,, and T for iterations of x0, the formula 

w(S, T, -) = Vx [S(x) v T(x)] 

satisfies )( vll = K, and can be used to get an induction that lasts for more than K 

iterations. q 

3. The halting problem revisited 

We have just presented a version of the Parametrization Theorem for 
k-variable inductions. There is a corresponding halting problem. Let’s first look 
at this halting problem, and then consider the consequences so far as structures 
and classes of structures are concerned. Let INDd be the class of d-ary inductive 
relations, and let INDZ be the class of d-ary k-inductive relations. Note that the 
class of inductive relations is closed under 3. 

Theorem 3.1. If % is a proficient class of first-order structures of a common 
language, then either IND(%) is not closed under negation or for all sufficiently 
large d, if k 2 d then INDd,(%) # INDd(Ce). 

Proof. For simplicity, suppose that II Q, II ‘& = ~4, that Q, is k’-elementary and qrn is 
d-ary. Towards contradiction, suppose that IND(%‘) is closed under negation and 
for some k 2 k’, 

IND;f( %‘) = INDd( %). 

Let 

Z(a) = 3y lUk(a, a, y) 

for all Q. As Uk is inductive, and as IND is closed under negation and existential 
quantification, Z is inductive. As IND: = INDd, Z is k-inductive. By the 
Parametrization Theorem, if ?I = (A, -) E ‘G: is a structure where 11~11~ is large 
enough, then for some e in A, Z(a) = Vy Uk(e, a, y) for all a in A. But then for 
such YI, 

Z(e) ++ Vy u”(e, e, Y) ++YY lUk(e, e, Y)) *-Z(e), 

which gives us our contradiction. 0 

What are the implications for the theory of solitary infinite structures? In the 
above theorem, let %’ = (?I}, where ‘?I is our solitary infinite structure. Then 2I is 
proficient if and only if % is. Traditionally, the ‘interesting’ infinite structures 
were the ‘acceptable’ ones. An infinite structure % = (A, -) is acceptable if it 
admits three inductive relations (the pairing functions) t, 3t1, and JQ where: 

(i) The function z:A’+A is l-l. 
(ii) For all a, b E A, a = q(z(a, b)) and b = q(x(u, b)). 
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These pairing functions make Godel numbering on ?l possible. Acceptable 
structures include % = (0, 0, +, x ), A = (A., <*) for all infinite ordinals )L, all 
models of Zermelo-Frankel set theory, etc., etc., etc. (For more of this, see 
Moschovakis [25].) Much of classical recursion theory consists of the conse- 
quences of acceptability. On any fixed acceptable structure, the d-ary inductive 
relations are inductive in a bounded number of variables because of the pairing 
functions: say that !?l is inductive in a bounded number of variables if for all d, 
there exists a k = k(d) such that INDd = 1ND;f. 

Now, there are two kinds of infinite structures: the ‘reasonable’ ones and the 
‘unreasonable’ ones. An infinite structure % is reasonable if IND(‘?I) # HYP(‘?l), 
or, equivalently, IND(‘%) # co-IND(%), where co-IND = (1s : S E IND}. From 
the Closure Theorem 2.4, it follows that an infinite structure VI is reasonable if 
and only if there is a positive elementary Q, such that 11~11’ = ~(a). The already 
celebrated halting problem result for acceptable structures is extended to: 

Corollary 3.2. Let ‘3 be an infinite, proficient structure that is inductive in a 
bounded number of variables. Then ‘8 is reasonable. 

As we shall see in Section 5, the converse is false. 
Let’s turn to the finitary case. In Immerman & Kozen [17], a notation similar to 

what we call ‘k-elementary’ was defined, and it was proven that on the class of all 
finite linear orderings-as proficient a class as one could desire-all d-ary 
elementary relations were (d + 3)-elementary. We will now note that, among 
other things, on the class of finite linear orderings, for no k is it true that all unary 
inductive relations are k-inductive. Since Immerman [16] proved that on a class of 
finite first-order structures, the set of inductive relations is closed under negation, 

we get: 

CoroUary 3.3. Zf Ce is a proficient class of finite first-order structures, then there is a 
do such that if k 2 d 2 d,,, then 1ND;f # INDd. 

As a measure of complexity of inductions on proficient classes of structures, 
‘the number of variables’ is nontrivial. 

4. A conjecture on proficiency 

If 5 is finite, then ~1” is certainly elementary. Thus if a structure admits an 
inductive nonelementary relation, it must be proficient. It might seem that the 
converse should also be true, yet for technical reasons, it does not appear possible 
to prove the converse using parametrization techniques. Nevertheless. . . 
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Proficiency Conjecture. Let Vl be a proficient, first-order structure. Then $!l 
admits an inductive, nonelementary relation. 

Over classes of finite structures, this conjecture becomes: 

Proficiency Conjecture. Let % be a proficient class of first-order structures on a 
common language. Then % admits an inductive, nonelementary relation. 

This conjecture is examined in detail in [22] and [23]. We present one result 
here that suggests a methodology in applying partial parametrization to classes of 
finite structures. 

Before we go further, we should make a few remarks on the satisfaction 
relation b. If ‘?J is a structure and 0 is a predicate calculus sentence, then “8 k 0” 
means that 0 is true on ‘8. This relation is constructed by an induction on the 
subformulas of 8 (see, e.g., Ebbinghaus, Flum and Thomas [7] for details). Using 
Godel numbering, we could encode a finite structure % as an integer “?l’ and a 
first-order sentence 8 as an integer #0. Given a finite structure 9l and a 
first-order sentence 8, one can determine effectively whether % k 8. One could 
go through the numbering instead: there exists a classically recursive function 
u: o*-, w such that for each finite 5?l and each first-order 8, 

a( f!?ll, #Cl) = if iY b 8 then 1 else 0. 

Now, suppose that Q, is operative and positive elementary. Fix a finite ‘8 and 8. 
By Fact 2.1, there exists an operative system of positive elementary formulas 
r&, _ . . , qn such that if !8 is a structure where IIcJJ~]~ is large enough, and if 
JuJ P = r‘%l and (e], = #B, then 

a( r!?ll, #e) = 1 iff !?3 k qV;“(a, e) iff 5-b k q;(a, e). 

So if ((q](% is big enough, “‘8 k 0” can be checked within !?3. Furthermore, by 
Fact 2.1 again, one can check if ((cp]]% is big enough: there exists a hyperelemen- 
tary relation v such that if any number as big as ]]q,1]~ is ever encountered in the 
computation of (~(0, e), then 

Ialp, = a & If& = e 3 V(a, e). (4.1) 

It follows that one can check in !-b if ]]q]l~ is big enough to verify “9l k 0” within 

93 (i.e., llvll ’ is big enough if it is not encountered in the computation of 
a( r’?l’, #O)), and, if it is, one can check, in 58, if ‘9 k 0”. The fact that we can 
do all this within the finite structure 93 gives us: 

Theorem 4.1. Let V be a (clussicafly) recursively enumerable, proficient class of 

finite first-order structures (of a common language) such that the theory 

Th( %‘) = { 0 : for cofinitely many 2X E %, 5% k 0) 

is complete. Then % admits an inductive, nonelementary relation. 
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Proof. Let ]lq,1]’ = w and let % = {‘&, 9X1, . . .}, recursively enumerated. To- 
wards contradiction, suppose that on %, all inductive relations are in fact 
elementary. Without loss of generality (as % is recursively enumerable), suppose 
that 3, k 11 QJ )I> rr for all n E w, and that n # m 5$ %,, # 91m. Let [e]l stand for the 
first-order formula coded by the Godel number e. Remember that as % is a class 
of finite structures, Immerman [16] claims that all inductive relations on Ce are 
hyperelementary on %‘. 

As a notational convenience, let “OB” be shorthand for “$?I k f3”, and 
remember that IX]“, is the stage of x in the induction of Q, on 2l. For any e E w, let 

n(e) = 3n [lx& = e & [en(x)]. 

Now, since the (Giidel numbers of the) structures of % are enumerated by some 
recursive function f : w --, w, the relations 

6(a, e)‘8 = e = lelt 

+ “11 q(Im is big enough to determine whether f(lal~) codes a 
structure ?I on which the truth or falsity of ‘?I i= n(e)’ can be 
determined in ‘83” 

(this uses the function of (4.1)) and 

P(a, e)‘= (~?(a, e)‘B &e = Iel:) 

--;, “~(1~1~) codes a structure Yl on which ‘?I k n(e)” 

are inductive, hence hyperelementary, on the class of structures 93 E %‘. Thus 

@*(a, e)‘= ?ZY k {Vu’ [(lu’lq S Ial,)+ d(u’, e)] 

& $(u, e) 

& 32’ [(la’& = ItzIp, + 1) &+(a, e)]} 

is inductive on %‘, and so is 

@(e) = 32 /3*(u, e). 

Note that @ is saying that on the maximal structure 3, on which n(e) can be 
determined, .n(e) is false. Notice also that for at least cofinitely many 93 E %‘, 

lelv = le’lq 3 VW ++ @W)h (4.2) 

since the only thing that e is used for is to find [lel,Jj. 
Before we go on, note that the effect of 6 is that for each 0, cofinitely many 

n E o have one maximal m = m(n) < n such that 

8, k Vu, e [le], = #O+ (1~21~ S m t* 6(u, e))]. 

If n is large enough, at least one m(n) exists; furthermore, as llq~l] ‘& = o, 

lim,,, m(n) = @J. 
By the contradiction hypothesis, @ is elementary and thus has Giidel code 

#GE 0. Let e = VX (1x1, = #@-, Q(n)). By (4.2), cofinitely may ‘21 E % satisfy 

a~(et*3x[(x(,=#Qz&~(x)l>, (4.3) 
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i.e., % L (6 * ~(#a)}. Since Th(V) is complete, either 8 or 18 is satisfied by 
cofinitely many Vl E V. 

Suppose that cofinitely many % E % satisfy 8. By the definition of @, /3* and /3, 
for infinitely many 8 E Ce, ‘?I # Ed; for all sufficiently large n, if ‘& k 8, then 

%,z,,, tit (#@). Th us, by (4.3), for infinitely many VI E ‘%, %!I ‘~18, which is 
impossible. 

On the other hand, suppose that cofinitely many ?I E %? satisfy 10, i.e., 
infinitely many % E % satisfy 13c(e) = VX [[xl, = #@+1@(r)] by (4.3). Again, 
tracking through the definitions of Qi, /3* and p, for infinitely many %?I E %, 
‘8 b n(#@), i.e., (again by (4.3)), for infinitely many !?I E %, ‘?I L 0, which is again 
impossible. 0 

As an example, let’s return to the class of finite linear orders. This class is 
certainly proficient and recursively enumerable. Using Fraisse-Ehrenfeucht 
games (described in Section 5), it is easy to show that for any first-order sentence 
8, there exists an N such that if Vl and !J3 are finite orders of more than iV 
elements, then 

Thus the theory of (‘almost all’) finite linear orders is complete, and it follows 
from Theorem 4.1 that the class of finite linear orders admits an inductive yet 
nonelementary relation. (Of course, by using Fraise-Ehrenfeucht games, one can 
show that “‘?I has an even number of nodes” is inductive but not elementary.) 

5. The number of variables versus reasonableness 

By Corollary 3.2, all infinite structures inductive in a bounded number of 
variables are reasonable. In this section, we shall see that the converse is false; in 
fact, we shall see that there are countably saturated reasonable structures, some 
inductive in a bounded number of variables, some not. We will be playing pebble 
games. 

The first pebble games were the finitary ones that Ehrenfeucht [8] developed 
from the ‘back and forth’ partial isomorphism constructions of Fraisse [ll]. We 
will be playing the infinitary pebble games of Barwise [3] and Immerman [15]. An 
infinite pebble game of r moves and memory k is played between two players, 
Player I and Player II. The board consists of two first-order relational (no 
functions: functions should be represented as relations) structures of the same 
language (i.e., same relation and constant symbols); call them Vl and 8. Player I 
is trying to expose the difference between the two structures, while Player II is 
trying to show indistinguishibility. 

The game is a board game, whose two boards are the two structures, and 
whose pieces are k +- r pairs of labelled pebbles: each pebble has its mate. 
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To start off the game, a sort of ‘prematch’ of k pairs of moves is held. Each pair 
of moves consists of Player I placing a labelled pebble on an element in one of the 
structures, and Player II placing Player I’s pebble’s mate on an element in the 
opposite structure. It is legal to have several pebbles on one element. At the end 
of the prematch, each structure has k pebbles in it, one of each pair. 

The game is played in matches. Each match starts with k labelled pebbles in 
each structure: a-k, . . . , a-l in ?I are pebbled, as are b-k,. . . , b_, in %I 
(repetitions are permitted). A match consists of 2r moves, r by each player, where 
each move consists of 2r moves, r by each player, where each move consists of 
placing a pebble on an element of (II or 93: as in the prematch, first Player 
I pebbles some element of one of the structures; then Player II responds by 
placing Player I’s pebble’s mate on the other structure. It is legal to pebble an 
element several times in the same match. At the end of the match, 
a-k,. . . , a_,, a,, . . . , a, from ‘21 and b_k,. . . , b-,, bl, . . . , b, from ‘8 have 
been pebbled (again, repetitions are permitted). 

Now, suppose that cl, . . . , cd are the constant symbols of the predicate 
calculus language of Yl and %23. Let c:‘, . . . , c,” be the corresponding constants in 
]?ll, and c?, . . . , cy be the corresponding constants in lBl_ If the partial map 
x: I%\-, 1’581 defined by 

JC(C:) = c”, i = 1, . . . , d, 

rt(aj) = bj, j = -k, . . . , r 

is not a partial isomorphism, then Player I wins. If that map is a partial 
isomorphism, all but the last k pairs of pebbles are removed and another match is 
held. Player II wins if Player I never wins. If Player II has a winning strategy 
here, we write VI ‘,,k 8. 

Theorem (Barwise [3], Immerman [15]). The relation “?,k is an equivalence 
relation. Let (po, . . . , (P,, be an operative, positive elementary system of r-variable 
formulas in the language of ti and 23, where q. has no free first-order variables. Zf 
%=,,23, then ‘uFrp~+93~&Y. 

Thus for every operative qo, . . . , qh,, where q. is 0-ary, there is an r such that 
if ‘21 =r,r B, then 

%bG iff 58 k cpl. 

Now, as a consequence of Keisler [21], if ‘?L is a first-order ‘countably saturated’ 
structure, then @I) = w. We will return to this in Section 6. But for now: 

A type is a set of unary formulas having finitely many constants altogether. A 
type CD is finitely realizable (in a structure 8) if, for each finite set 

(01,. * * 9 0,) s @, there exists a c E (‘211 such that 

(8, c) k e,(c) & . - - & e,(c). 
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A type @ is realized (in a) if there exists a c E )?I] such that 

We say that a structure 8 is count&y saturated if all finitely realizable types (of 
2X) are realized (in a). For further details, see Chang and Keisler [6]. 

Remember that a structure is inductive in a bounded number of variables if, for 
each d, there exists a k = k(d) such that all d-ary inductive relations are 

k-inductive. 

Theorem 5.1. There exists a countably saturated reasonable (and therefore 
proficient) structure which is inductive in a bounded number of variables. 

Proof. To begin with, let & be the infinite acyclic n-regular (i.e., all vertices are 
of degree n) connected graph with no labelled vertices. Let $8 be the union of 
countably many copies of c5,. We claim that %!I satisfies the theorem. Easily, using 
the standard Transitive Closure algorithm (where R is the adjacency relation) 

V(X, y, S) =x = y v 37 [R(x, 2) & S(z, y)], 

we see that !?I is proficient. 

(5.1) 

We claim that 3 is countably saturated. Let 0 be a finitely realized type, i.e., 
suppose that for each finite set { 8,, . . . , O,} E 0, there exists c E 1’81 such that 

YJ k e,(c) &. . . & O,(c). For any a, b E [VII, there is an automorphism on I?l such 
that a is mapped to b. Thus for every c E I%( and every 8 E 0, VI k 0(c), and 0 is 
realized. 

We also claim that for each d E CD, there exists k = k(d) such that the (partial) 
universal Uk parametrizes all d-ary a-inductive relations. 

Given x1, . . . , xd E (%!I(, we can code x1, . . . , xd up to isomorphism with a 
single integer: if 

mij = 
dist&, Xi) + 1 if ‘?I k TC(Xi, Xi), 

0 if I?l kiTC(xi, xi), (5.2) 

set m = (m,,, . . . , mid, WZ~~, _ . . , mdd), where (, . . . , ) is the Godel-code tuple 
on the integers. Using the stages of QJ as defined in formula (5.1), we can 
represent x1, . . . , xd as yl, y2 where Iy1, ~21, = Wyl, ~2) = m. 

By Fact 2.1, we can do arithmetic on the stages of cp, and thus by the 
Parametrization Theorem 2.3, construct Uk for any k. Now, since any tuple 

Xl, * * * > xd from %!I can be represented (modulo automorphism) by an integer m, 
each induction on ‘8 can be simulated by an induction on % = ( o, 0, +, X ) : there 
exists a relation I!J c w3 inductive in % such that for all d, e, x1, . . . , xd, 
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Since 58 is countably saturated, Uk = to’” for some system r,,, . . . in the language 
of ‘%. Thus all the arithmetic that U would have to do (for any particular input) 
can be done in finitely many iterations: there is a system rj~,,, . . . in the language 
of % such that U = I/J:“. 

Now, going backwards, Fact 2.1 says that as ?I is proficient, the induction of 
I/J:” on %! can be simulated in ?l: there exists an %-inductive U’ such that for all 
d, e, m, if dist(d,, d2) = d, dist(e,, e2) = e, and dist(m,, mz) = m, then 

?I b U’(dl, d2, e,, e2, ml, m2) iff 8 k U(d, e, m). 

By Fact 2.1, for each d, there exists an %-inductive relation Td such that for all 

x1, . . * , xd, ml, m2 E VW, 

%k Td(X,, . . . , xd, ml, mJ iff dist(m,, mz) = m 

where m is defined from x1, . . . , xd as in formula (5.2). But then, for each d-ary 

inductive relation Z of 8, there exists an e E o such that if dist(e,, eJ = e, then for 
all x, 

?I L [Z(r) * 3m,, m2 (Td(& ml, m2) 8~ U’(dl, d2, el, e2, ml, mz)], 

where dist(d,, d2) = d and dist(m,, mz) = m as in formula (5.2). Thus INDd = 
IND$ if Td and U’ are both k’-variable. Cl 

Theorem 5.2. There exists a countably saturated reasonable (and therefore 
proficient) structure that is not inductive in a bounded number of variables. 

Proof. Let ‘!8 = (B, -) be the union of ‘&, 214, . . . (where ?I,, is the union of 
countably many copies of the (infinite) acyclic n-regular connected graph 6X,,), 
and %,, the union of countably many copies of the countable acyclic connected 
graph whose vertices are all of infinite degree. By arguments similar to the proof 
of Theorem 5.1, !.8 is countably saturated. Easily 58 is proficient and, being 
countably saturated, has closure ordinal w, and is therefore reasonable. 

But ‘8 is not inductive in a bounded number of variables. Towards contradic- 
tion, suppose that Uk = UkC1) parametrized all unary %inductive relations. For 
some K E w, Uk is K-inductive. Now, 

Z&(v) = “v is of degree 3K” 

is &inductive-in fact, !&elementary-but not K-inductive: by using infinitary 
pebble games of K moves and memory K, we will show that if deg(v,) = 3K and 
deg(v,) = 3K + 1, then 

We start by playing the ‘prematch’ on (‘%?, v,) versus (58, vi). Player I picks x1 
in I(%, vi)1 (where i E (0, l}), and Player II responds with y, in I@, v,)l (where 
j E (0, l} - {i}). After K pairs of moves, a, . . . , aK E l(‘B, vO)l and bl, . . . , bK E 
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](B, vi)] have been chosen. Since ‘B is an infinite acyclic graph satisfying 

“there exists a path from v to vi” + deg(v) = deg(vi) 

for all v E ]‘B[, and since deg(v& deg(vJ > K, Player II can play so that for each 
i E (1,. . . , K}: 

(1) dist(a,, ui) = dist(&, bi) for all j 6 i. 
(2) If deg(ai) $ {3K, 3K + l}, then deg(ai) = deg(b,); otherwise {deg(ui), 

deg(&)} = {3K, 3K + l}. 
Having played the prematch, the players start playing matches. At each move, with 

a,, . . ..UK...., ui E 1(8, v,)[ and bi, . . . , bK, . . . , bi E I@, vl)l already on the 
board, Player I plays Ui+i or bi+i, and Player II continues to play so that (1) and (2) 
above still hold. It follows that Player I never wins any matches, and consequently 

(8 %) =3K,3K (B, VI). 

So for any K-inductive relation R, ‘B F R(Q) t, R(q). Thus D3K is not parametrized 
by Uk, and Uk does not parametrize all unary a-inductive relations. And this 
contradiction gives us our result. q 

6. An application: saturation and Moschovakis closure ordinals 

Given a structure VI, the closure ordinal in % is 

~(a) = sup{ l]q]la : Q, is positive elementary}. 

If ‘$I is nontrivial, then certainly ~(‘8) 2 o. The two questions that come to mind 
are: (i) when does @I) = o? and (ii) if ~(a) + w, what is K(‘%)? 

Let’s deal with question (i) first; we will deal with question (ii) in the next 
section. A major consequence of Keisler [21] was that if 5?I is countably saturated, 
then K(%) = w. We would like a stronger result. Since nonproficient infinite 
structures have closure ordinal CO, we only need worry about proficient structures. 
We will be dealing with somewhat saturated structures here. Recall that a type is 
a set of formulas (of one free variable and finitely many common constants). 

A type @ is recursive if the set of Godel codes of the formulas in @ is classically 
recursive. We say that a structure ‘8 is recursively saturated if all recursive, finitely 
realizable types are realized in !?I. 

Now for a nonstandard notion. A type CD is of finitely many variables if, for 
some k E w, every p7 E @ uses at most k variables (free and bound). Let us say 
that ‘8 is partially saturated if every finitely realizable type of finitely many 
variables is realized (in !?I). Let us also say that ?I is partially recursively saturated 
if every finitely realizable recursive type of finitely many variables is realized in 2I. 

We will need a ‘canonical form’ for positive elementary formulas. If Q, is 
positive elementary, it is known that there exists a finite tuple Q of quantifiers 
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and a quantifier-free formula 0 such that for all X, S, 

+, 9 = (Qz)(vu)[W, z, u) v S(u)], 

where S does not occur in 0 (see Moschovakis [25], Theorem 4B.11, for details). 

Theorem 6.1. Let 3 be proficient. Then ‘21 is partially recursively saturated iff 
I@) = 0. 

Proof. Let 9l be an infinite proficient structure. 
(+) Let 3 be partially recursively saturated. We claim that K(‘%) = w. This is 

essentially a special case of Keisler [21], via Moschovakis [25, Exercise 4.71. For 
convenience, we outline it here. As a convenience, we first remind ourselves of 
the closing comment of Section 1: if cpo, . . . , cpn is an operative system of positive 
elementary formulas, then there exists a single positive elementary formula Q, 
such that for all g, X, 

&(x)&u,=~.. =u, iff Vy~)~(u~, . . . , um,x,y). 

Thus it suffices to prove that for all operative, positive elementary q, ]]cP]]” < CD. 
We want to prove that for all (p, q<” = qm. Now, manipulating quantifiers, we 

get, for some list Q of quantifiers and some first-order formula 8, 

xeqS iff 

(Q~,)Wd[W, Zl, Ul) ” 

(Qz*w~J[~(~b z2, u2) ” 

(Qz3Wu3NW27 z37u3) ” - * *Ill> (6-l) 
while 

XE(P<O iff (QzdPW[W, ZI, 41 
” (Qzlw4)[w, Zl, Ul) ” (Qz,)(~~*)[wh, z2> ~z)ll 
“... vqh-, if<w. (6.2) 

Suppose that each ui was I-ary and each zi was h-at-y: note that by recycling 
variables, each disjunct q5 in (6.2) can be written with at most 21+ h variables. 

We want to consider (6.1) as a game between two players V and 3, a pebble 
game on the structure ‘21. Each match starts with a tuple u of elements already 
pebbled. (The first match begins with appropriate pebbles on x.) According to Q, 
the players place pebbles to list a tuple I. Then Player V places the remaining 
pebbles to list the tuple u’. If ‘3 k u’), then 3 wins; all 
the (except those u’) are from the an a match is 

If, at end of Player 3 hasn’t won, Player V Thus 
the can be as: 

XECjY iff Player wins when starts the match. 

We similarly characterize with the modification. Before 
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first match is held, Player 3 must announce that she will win within m matches. 
Then, in order to win, that is what she must do: 

XEV<O iff There exists an m s.t. Player 3 wins within m 

matches when x starts the first match. 

To prove that qm c q<O, it suffices to prove that for any X, if Player 3 has a 
winning strategy for X, then there exists an m such that Player 3 has a strategy 
(for X) for winning within m matches. Suppose that Player 3 has no winning 
strategy for (6.2); we will prove that she has no winning strategy for (6.1) either. 

Now let 

I/J&Z, v) = “Player V can stave off defeat for at least n 

moves by responding to O(v, -, -) by playing z” 

where z is to be played as the kth argument of 8, i.e., the kth pebble on the 
board (for this match) will be placed on z. 

(Remember that the first match starts with some m pebbles already down for 

x=x1,. . . ,x,, so for k s m, I+v~,~ is undefined.) Then as Player 3 loses the game 
of (6.2), for every n E w, there exists a E 1’%1 such that % k tj~~,,,+,(u, x). Now, for 
each k > m and each (k - 1)-tuple u, Yk(v) = {I/J~,~(z, u):n E o} is a recursive 
type of finitely many variables in the expansion (‘3, u) (with variable z), and 
since Player 3 cannot assure victory within it moves at the start of the game (6.1), 
the type Y,,,+r(x) is finitely realizable, hence realizable by some a E lI?L[. Have 
Player V play that a, and Player 3 still has no assurance that she will win within 
any finite number of moves. Continuing this strategy, have Player V play so that 
in each move, Player 3 cannot assume victory within any finite number of moves. 
But by playing this way. Player V never loses, hence wins, and so: 

(c) Assuming proficiency, if ~(‘3) = w, we claim that $!I is partially recursively 
saturated. Towards contradiction, suppose that 0 = { &,, f!I1, 02, . . .} is a recur- 
sive type of finitely many variables that is finitely realizable but nof realizable on 
‘3, where I@) = o. 

Let Y : w ---, w be a (classically) p-recursive function such that for all it E w, v(n) 
is the Godel code of ~6’~. As %!I is proficient, there is an operative and positive 
elementary formula Q, such that 11~~11” = o (llq,11” =S o as ~(‘3) = CO). Thus by the 
Parametrization Theorem, there exists an operative system of positive elementary 
formulas (pO, . . . , pm) such that 

for all e (where (el, < CO) and all X. 
Remember that we are doing arithmetic on the stages of q(u, S). Add Q, and 

q4-G S”, s, T,, . . . , T,) = 3e [S(e) & T,(e, x)] 
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to the system &e, x, T,, . . . , T,), . . . , p,(--, To, . . . , T,), and we have: for any 
it, there exists an n’ 3 n such that 

(3 < n) lf!&(x j * r&“‘(x), 

and for any n, 

q?(x) * (3 =s n) +9,(x). 

Thus 

v<*(x) 
and 

(Vk s n) 

Since 0 is finitely 

e 32 (-L(x>) 

&c(x) * lV(X). 

satisfiable, for every n, 

i.e., !?I k Vn 3x (it/Y(x)). But as 0 is not realizable, 

i.e., 5?l ~VX I+!J’“(x). Thus llr~~ll~ 2 w, and as 11r+!~ll” < @I) = o, I@<“ = I+!?‘. So as 

IIwIIa = 4wP w” . 1s not hyperelementary in ‘?I by the Closure Theorem 2.4. On 
the other hand, IJ? is clearly elementarily definable (as ‘?I ~VX v-(x)), hence 
hyperelementary, on ‘$?I, and we have our contradiction. q 

This does not work if 5?l is not proficient: all nonproficient structures have 
closure ordinal o. 

One curiosity is worth mentioning. In the above proof, we could have used 
‘n-types’--classes of n-ary formula-instead of the ‘l-types’ that we used. We 
conclude that an infinite, proficient structure is partially recursively saturated iff 
every finitely realizable recursive n-type of finitely many variables is realizable: all 
we have to do is realize all the relevant l-types and we have assured that all the 
relevant n-types, for all n, are also realized. It is not clear what happens without 
proficiency, or with other kinds of saturation. 

Finally, we should note that the situation collapses if we are dealing with a class 
of finite structures. Let % be a class of finite structures. We might say that a type 
0 is finitely realizable in % if, for any finite S E 0, there exists a structure !?l E ‘3, 
and an element a E 1‘31 such that ‘3 b ABss e(a); and we might say that a type 0 is 
realized in V if there exists a structure %?l E %, and an element a E ‘8 such that 

~~A&63 e(a). Say that a class of finite structures % is partially recursively 

saturated if every recursive type of finitely many variables that is finitely satisfiable 
in (e is realized in %. One such class if the class of all complete graphs. It is 
straightforward to prove that such a class is not proficient. 
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7. On unreasonable structures 

We were going to see what happens when K(‘%) > o. Actually, we will just 
consider ‘unreasonble’ structures %?I. Recall that a structure is unreasonable if all 
of its inductive relations are hyperelementary. While infinite, unreasonable 
structures have become less fashionable during the last decade, some basic 
questions about them have remained open. 

Let us now investigate unreasonableness. First of all, proficient unreasonable 
structures are peculiar-looking. We define the following hierarchy on the integers: 
Let %= (w, 0, 1, +, x), and let 

H1 = II;(%) = IND(%), 

Hi+l = {R : 3s E Hi s.t. R E IND(%, S)}, 

Hm = U Hj, 
jco 

where n: = {{x : VS q(x, S)} : Q, is elementary}, _TZj, = {-IV : Q, E II,}, AL = II!, rl 
Zi, and IIh+i = {{x:VS C&X, S)} : Q, E ZA}. for any j, let 14 = (1~ : q E Hi}. 

Several remarks are in order. First of all, it known that H, cg A#l) (Addison 
and Kleene [l]). Secondly, for all j E w, Hj #lHj; otherwise, there would be an 
unreasonable expansion of ?X, and all acceptable structures are reasonable. 
Thirdly, for all j, Hj c H,,, II TH~+~. Fourthly, as H, = Hj+l + Hj = lHj, all j must 
satisfy Hi 5 Hj+ 1. Finally, if we set 

HYP(-, H) = {R : 3s E H s.t. R E HYP(-, S)}, 

then Hj f~ 1Hj = HYP(8, Hj f~ 1Hj). Easily, Hj n lHj c HYP(%, Hj fl lHj). On 

the other hand, if R E HYP(‘%, Hj fl lHj), then for some S E Hi n iHj, R E 
HYP(%, S); but SE HYP(%, T), for some T E Hj-1, SO R E HYP(%!, T): thus 
R E Hj fl lHj, and it follows that, HYP(‘%, Hj fl lHj) E Hi fl lHj. 

Theorem 7.1. Let ‘3 = (CO, fi, . . . , RI, . . . , cl, . . .) be unreasonable and profi- 
cient. Then at least one of fi, . . . , RI, . . . is not in H,,,. 

Proof. Since %!l is proficient and unreasonable, for some q, IIq]I’> w. Let 
‘$I+ = @LO, 1, +, x), i.e. %!I expanded by adding the labels 0 and 1 and the 
functions + and X. For each S c wk, set S* to be the relation on %?I: 

s*(X,, . . . ,xk) e S(b&, . . . 9 bki,). 

Towards contradiction, suppose that all the functions and relations of ‘?I are in 
H,. We claim that H, E HYP(‘%+). This will do the trick: if fi, . . . , RI, . . . E Hk, 
then we will get 

&i, E HYP(%+) c HYP(% H,) G &+I, 

which is impossible. For all j, let H,? = {S* : S E Hi}. 
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First of all, H1 cHYP(‘?I+) and thus HT c_HYP(‘%) as !?I is proficient: if 
S E IND(%), then S* E IND(‘%) = HYP(‘%) simply by simulation on the stages 

of i$X 
For the induction hypothesis, suppose that Hi G HYP(?I+) and thus Hi* c 

HYP(?I). If R E Hj+l, then for some SE Hi, R EIND((;I, S). Thus R* E 
IND(VI, S*). But as S* E Hi* E HYP(!?I), IND(%, S*) = IND(%) = HYP(%!I). Thus 
R* E IND(%!I) = HYP(‘2I); and so Hi*,, EHYP(‘%). But then R E HYP(‘?l+), and 
ultimately Hj+l E HYP(!?I+). Repeating for all j E o, we get H, E HYP(%+). 0 

There is no H,-definable proficient unreasonable structure, but there are many 
H,-definable nonproficient (and unreasonable) structures, e.g. Kunen’s structure 
(the union of all finite (graph) cliques) in Moschovakis [25, Exercise 8.51. 

We turn now to closure ordinals. A preorder is an antireflexive and transitive 
relation. The rank of a wellfounded preorder < is defined as usual: for each x in 
the range of <, rank(x) = sup{rank(y) + 1: y < x}, and rank(<) = sup{rank(x) :x 
is in the range of <}. Now, an ordinal 3c is admissible if there is an admissible set 
% such that 

A = sup{rank(<) : < is a wellfounded preorder & < E “u} 

where a set 021 is admissible if it is a transitive set with the properties listed on 
Moschovakis [25, Section 9D]. This definition is not important in the following. 

Let Uj be the universal relation for Hi. We sketch a proof that K(‘%, Uj) is at 
least as big as the (j + 1)st admissible ordinal. By Exercise 9.6 of Moschovakis 
[25], for each infinite ordinal )c, K( (A, <)) is the next admissible ordinal after A. 
Thus if U, = 0, il, = ~(8, U,) = K(R) = K(( co, <)) is the first admissible ordinal 
(above o), and kj+i = K( (5, <)) is the (j + 1)st admissible ordinal. Given that 

K(gj uj.) 2 S+l> we claim that K(%, IY,+~) 2 Aj+*. There exists an operative 
system po, . . . , p, of positive elementary formulas in the language of (%, q) 
such that for all e, x E w, 

8 k rl;+l(e, x) ++ &(e, x). 

As Hj+l +lHj+lr U,+i l Hj+l -lHj+r : Uj+, $ HYP(%, Uj). Thus by the Closure 

Theorem 2.4, ]lyol((mV~) = K(%, q), and the rank of the stage comparison 
r&itiOll <* = <zo,po iS K(%, Uj) 2 Aj+,. By the Stage Comparison Theorem, 
<* E IND(‘%, Uj) = Hj+l, and there exists an e E w such that for all x, y E w, 

(‘% 4) k q+r(e, (x, Y )I ++=x <* y7 

where (x, y ) is the Godel code 2”+’ .3”+‘. It follows that 

K(%, L$+r) s K((rank(<*), <)) 2 K((Aj+l, <>) = &+z. 

(In fact, by using the Closure Theorem again, K(%, q) = Aj+l for all j E 0). 
Barwise [3] showed how to construct an unreasonable structure from any 

increasing countable sequence of admissible ordinals. Moreover, if the sequence 
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happens to be )Li, &, . . . , this construction is A&definable, and in 
corresponding unreasonable structure, on domain o, has A&definable 
and functions. This confirms the already celebrated fact that H, # A;. 
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fact, the 
relations 

From Theorem 7.1, if 8 is proficient and unreasonable, then K(‘%) 2 sup{il, : j E 

w}. We would like something stronger. 
Moschovakis [25] showed that for any (infinite first-order) structure 8, ~(8) is 

either an admissible ordinal or an upper limit of countably many admissible 
ordinals. He also showed that an admissible ordinal that is not the upper limit of 
countably many smaller admissible ordinals is the closure ordinal of some 
reasonable (in fact, acceptable) structure. Arthur Rubin and John Schlipf noted 
that Moschovakis’ proof also shows that if I?I is reasonable, then ~(a) is 
admissible. Barwise [3] proved that for every upper limit of countably many 
admissible ordinals, there is an unreasonble structure whose closure ordinal is 
that limit. This leaves two questions: 

(i) Is it possible for an unreasonable structure to have a closure ordinal that 
is not a countable limit of distinct admissible ordinals? 

(ii)- Is is possible for a reasonable structure to have a closure ordinal that is a 
countable limit of distinct admissible ordinals? 

The answer to the second question is unknown; here we show that the answer 
to the first question is no. 

Theorem 7.2. Zf %?I is an unreasonable and proficient first-order structure, then 
~(3) is the supremum of some countable set of distinct admissible ordinals. 

Proof. Let 

IIINDklla =su~{J(~II~:~ = (&, . . . , l/),J is a Sk-variable 

positive elementary system} 

and if Pk = (CL,&, . . .) is the system for Uk presented in the Parametrization 
Theorem, then 

by the Closure Theorem 2.4. Furthermore, 

;2; IlINDkIt” = K(a). 

For each ordinal A, let (K, CA ) be the structure of domain il = {c : c < A} and 
relation <* = C rn. We claim that if A is an infinite ordinal such that )c < K(%), 
there exists a k E o such that K((& -CA))< llINDk(I'. Let llq,ll’>An, and let 
1~1~ = A. For some k’, Q, and <c are k’-inductive and are thus parametrized in 
Uk’. Thus we can simulate all of (A, <*) on the stages of Q, below a, using Uk’. 
Since Uk’ is k-inductive for some k, we must get K(( A, -CA)) S IIINDk]]“. 
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By Moschovakis [25], K(( A, CA)) is the next admissible ordinal after L Set 
& = W. Given Aj, Set Kj = K(( 5, <s)), and note that for each i E W, Kj > Aj and 
that ~~ is admissible. Given Kj, choose kj such that llINDk,lllU 2 Kj, and set 

A,+i = IIIND,J’. Thus 

Ao<~O~A1<K1~ <**-<K(‘iX), 

and as lim+, kj = @J, K(a) = SUpjazo Aj = SUpjso K. As each ~~ is admissible, we’re ,. 

done. Cl 

8. On the Spector-Gandy theorem 

In the preceding sections, we saw that there were a number of results that can 
be obtained by using various parametrization techniques. Unfortunately, many 
results in the theory of acceptable structures apparently cannot be generalized by 
changing a proof using full parametrization into a proof using partial para- 
metrization. Some theorems, like Kleene’s theorem (Kleene [19] via Moschovakis 
[25, Theorem 8A.11) that % L ZI: = IND, are false in general. Some, like the 
Suslin-Kleene theorem (Kleene [20] via Moschovakis [25, Theorem 8E.11) that 
the collection of Ai subsets of w form the smallest ‘effective’ u-ring, do not seem 
to make any sort of sense in the absence of full parametrization (what can an 
‘effective a-ring’ be without parametrization?). Some, like the theorem of 
Feferman [lo] via Moschovakis [25, Exercise 8.131 that % admits a hyperelemen- 
tary relation that is not a ‘simple’ fixed point (a simple fixed point being an 
inductive relation generated by a system of one positive elementary formula), is 
almost certainly true of all proficient nonpathological structures, but the proof 
seems to resist even innocuous generalizations. 

One of the fundamental difficulties is that many of the classical results were 
proven using stage comparison relations. Suppose that we have two operative, 
positive elementary formulas q and 3 where qrn is d,-ary and ~JJ” is d,,,-ary. 
Easily, the stage comparison relations are (d, + d,)-ary. A more complicated but 
similar situation applies to systems of formulas. Thus if we have two k-inductive 
relations, both parametrized by Uk, it is nor true that their stage comparison 
relation is necessarily k-inductive. Thus is it not true that Uk necessarily 
parametrizes the stage comparison relations of q, q, even if it does parametrize 
q and rj~. 

This is the problem: an essential hypothesis to get many of the classical results 
to work is that the universal relation does parametrize the stage comparison 
relations of all (pairs of) relevant relations. For example, the (Abstract) Spector- 
Gandy theorem of Spector [27] and Gandy [12] via Moschovakis [24, 251 
assumes that there is a single universal relation U that parametrizes all inductive 
relations and, of course, all stage comparison relations. If we tried to modify the 
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proof for partial parametrization, we would use U’. But there exist k-inductive 
relations whose stage comparison relations are not k-inductive, and the proof 
collapses. Let’s take a closer look at what happens to the Spector-Gandy 
theorem when we are not on acceptable structures. 

Abstract Spector-Gandy Theorem (as in Moschovakis [25, Theorem 7D.21). Zf 
5?l i.r an acceptable first-order structure, then a relation R on ‘2X is inductive iff there 

exists an elementary second-order relation 9 such that for all x, 

R(x) = (3Y E HYP) 9(x, Y). 

We would like to go on beyond acceptable structures. (In fact, one desideratum 
would be to cook up a version for classes of finite structures.) One direction on 
unreasonable structures is fairly obvious. Since any hyperelementary relation is 
the least fixed point of a system of formulas, and the negation of the least fixed 
point of another system of formulas, those two systems can be combined into a 
single formula 9, and: 

Proposition 8.1. Let R be hyperelementary. There exists an elementary second- 

order relation 9 such that for all x, 

R(x) e (3Y EHYP) 5+(x, Y) e BY .9’(x, Y). 

Nevertheless, the reverse direction for unreasonable structures is false. We will 
need the notion of Fraisse equivalence. Suppose that we have two relational 
structures 3 and ‘93, of the same language (i.e., they use the same relation and 
constant symbols). The Fraisse game of k moves on % and 23 is played as follows. 
There are two players, Players I and II. As in the infinitary game, Player I places 
a pebble on an element in one of the structures, and Player II responds by 
pebbling an element on the other structure, and repeating until k pebbles reside 
in each structure. 

Now, if a,, . . . , ak are the pebbled elements of VI, and bI, . . . , bd the pebbled 
elements of ‘8, and cy, . . . , c,” the constants of ?I, and c:, . . . , cy the constants 
of 58, consider the partial map Ed: @I+ I’%31 defined by 

n(cF) = c” n(aj) = bj 

for all i, j. Player I wins if 3d is a partial isomorphism: Player II wins if it is not. If 
Player II has a winning strategy, then we write Vl zr ‘3. 

Fact (Fraisse [ll], Ehrenfeucht [8]). Th e relation Er is an equivalence relation. 

Now for a technical notion: quantifier depth. If a formula is quantifier-free, it is 
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of quantifier depth 0. Furthermore, 

depth( 8 & $J) = depth( 8 v $0) = max{ depth( 0), depth(q)}, 

depth(l8) = depth(e), 

depth(3ve) = depth(Vv0) = depth(e) + 1. 

Then: 

Fact (Fraisse [ll], Ehrenfeucht [8]). Zf ‘21 and 58 are relational structures of the 

same language, where ‘21 =r B, and if depth(e) s r, then I!l b 0 + B L 8. 

In a sense, 2l f, 93 if, in an infinitary game of memory r on ‘21 and 93, Player I 
can ‘win’ in the prematch. 

Proposition 8.2. There is an unreasonble structure ‘2I and a second-order 

elementary 9 on 2X such that the relation 

R(x) e (3Y E HYP) 9(x, Y) 

is not inductive. 

Proof. Consider a k-clique, and label the vertices 1,2, . . . , k. For each 

i=l . . , k, attach to the ith vertex the fan-like acyclic graph of Fig. 1. For 
instance, for k = 3, we get the graph of Fig. 2. 

Let %?I be the union of all these extended k-cliques (minus the labels 

Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 

1,2,..., k). Then let 

R(x, y) = lTC(x, y) & “x’s component is smaller 

than y’s component”. 

In order to see that R is not inductive, we play an infinitary pebble game as in 

Section 6. We first note that 

%?l k VU, u [TC(u, v) * dist(u, u) s 51, 

and that “dist(u, v) G 5” can be defined by a formula of quantifier depth no 

greater than 5. Thus 

[?I klTC(u, v) & TC(a, b)] + (‘3, u, v) S5 (3, a, b). 

Consider any pair x, y E 131 such that (i)-(iii) below hold, where k 2 5. 

(9 c(x k+Wx, Y), and thus x and y are on components of differing cardinality. 

(ii) The vertices x, y are each on components built from cliques of at least 4k 

vertices. 

(iii) The vertices x, y are both on the clique portion of their respective 

component-and their respective fans have the same number of leaves. 

Then in playing the pebble game of k moves and memory k, we claim that 

(3, X, Y) =k,k (‘LL, Y, X). Th e vertices x and y are already in corresponding 

positions in their respective components. Player II can maintain a winning 

position as follows. Suppose that zl, . . . , Zj from (8, x, y) and .zI, . . . , zj’ from 
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(‘3, y, x) have been pebbled so far in the prematch or match, where Player II has 
been playing according to the following strategy all along. If Player I places a 
pebble on z in (‘?I, x, y) then: 

(i) If ‘21 klTC(x, z) & iTC(y, z), Player II responds by placing the cor- 
responding pebble on the same z in (3, y, x). 

(ii) If 3 k TC(x, z), then Player II responds by placing the corresponding 
pebble on some z’ on y’s component in (8, y, x) such that 

(% x, Y, Zl, . . . 9 Zj9 Z) ‘k (a, Y* X9 Zi, * . . 9 z,!, z’). Furthermore, if z was a clique 
vertex with a fan of 1 s 2k leaves, or a vertex within a fan of 1 s 2k leaves, then z’ 
must be the corresponding vertex relative to the fan of 1 leaves in y’s component. 

(iii) If ?I k TC(y, z), Player II responds by placing the corresponding pebble 
on some z’ on x’s component in (?I, y, x) such that (a, x, y, zr, . . . ) Zj, Z) =k 

(KY, x, Zl, . . . , Zj, z’). And once again, if z’s fan has I G 2k leaves, then z’ is in 
the corresponding position relative to the fan of 1 leaves in x’s component. 

Since x’s and y’s components each have at least 2k fans with more than 2k 
leaves each, Player II can always respond as in (ii) and (iii) above. If Player I 
places the pebble on z’ of (‘3, y, x), then Player II responds with the 

corresponding pebble on z of (?I, x, y) similarly. 
Continuing this strategy, it is straightforward to verify that Player II never 

loses, hence wins. Thus (?I, x, y) ‘k,k (3, y, x). 
It follows that if R was k-inductive, then 

W,Y) + R(Y>x), 

which is false. 
On the other hand, we claim that R can be represented as in the theorem. If 

9(x, y, Y) = “Y is a l-l function” & lTC(x, y) 

& domain(Y) = {z : TC(x, z) & deg(z) # 1 

&VW [E(z, w)-+ deg(w) # l]} 

& range(Y) F {z : TC(y, z) & deg(z) f 1 

& VW [E(z, w)- deg(w) # l]} 

then as TC(x, y) @dist(x, y) < 5, 9’ is elementary. But then, 

R(x, y) e 3Yp(x, Y, Y). 

But we want to find hyperelementary Y such that 9(x, y, Y). 
Suppose that 3Y!J% y, Y), and let 12 = max{card{z :TC(x, z)}, 

card{z :TC(y, z)}}, where ‘card’ refers to cardinality. Let E be the edge relation 
of the structure, and let 

Y,(a, b) = {a # 6 & Vu (E(u, a)- deg(u) # 1) 

& Vv (E(v, b)* deg(v) # 1) 

& deg(a) # 1 & deg(b) # 1 

& 3u, v [E(u, a) & E(v, b) 
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& deg(u) = deg(v) s n 

& 3, t [E(u, s) & E(v, t) 

& deg(s) = 1 

& deg(t) = 111U 

For each it E w, Y, is elementary, and thus hyperelementary. Easily, 

9(x, Y, Y,)*wG Yh and +(x, y) j VY -@(x, y, Y). Thus 

R(x, y) e (3Y EHYP) 9(x, y, Y). 0 

So what, if anything, does the Abstract Spector-Gandy theorem generalize to? 
As the above theorem gets hyperelementary Y of increasing numbers of 
variables, we suppose that the conjecture might be something like: 

Question (Moschovakis). Is it true that for every first-order structure %?l, a 
relation R is inductive on 2l iff there exists an 12 E w and an elementary 
second-order L?? such that for all x in 3, 

R(x)‘" e (3Y E HYP,) 9(x, Y), 

where HYP, is the class of hyperelementary relations defined inductively and 
coinductively from the positive elementary formulas of no more than IZ variables? 

Ah, and there’s the rub. This might well be true of classes of finite structures. 
Consider the class of labelled graphs, i.e., of structures ((0, . . . , n}, E, succ,) 
where Es (0, . . ..n}*. and succ,(m) = if M < IZ then m + 1 else 0. By Immer- 
man [16], the PTIME relational queries on this class are precisely the inductive 
queries on this class. By Fagin [9], the NPTIME queries R are precisely those for 
which there exists an elementary 5” such that for all x from the structure at hand, 
R(x)t+iiSP(x,S). Because of succ,, all such S are elementary in one variable, 
hence the NPTIME relations R are precisely those that can be represented as 
R(x) e (3s E HYP,J 9(x, S). Thus the above question, applied to classes of 
finite structures, asks: does P = NP? 
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